smart IT - Factsheet
Bitcoin & Blockchain: Experts talk about a megatrend, the biggest
invention since the internet exists. The Bitcoin blockchain, independent
of banks and governments, is the first, largest and most secure
blockchain in the world. Bitcoin, limited to 21 million units, has the
potential to become the gold of the digital age.
Bitcoin Mining: Anyone who provides computing power to run the
Bitcoin blockchain is rewarded with Bitcoins. In this way, instead of
speculating on unpredictable and volatile price movements, it is
possible to produce Bitcoins simply and conveniently yourself. Day by
day, piece by piece.

smart IT Strategie: Experience shows that new markets and technologies harbor the greatest opportunities, but also
the greatest risks. To offer our customers maximum security, flexibility and freedom, our Bitcoin strategies (Balance
and Turbo) combine immediately available Bitcoins with Bitcoin mining that is particularly rewarding in the long term.
The strategies are rounded off by cost average effects thanks to daily hosting bonus payments in the first 12 to 48
months as well as the option of a subscription (can be cancelled and paused at any time, starting at 55 euros). The
bitcoins produced for the customers are credited to them every day after deduction of the defined costs (since March
20, 2019) - 7 days a week, 365 days a year.

"Our mission: to generate significantly more Bitcoins for our customers,
than they could have bought with the same amount!"

Balance: Our classic product with the most balanced risk/reward ratio in the long term.
Turbo: The best choice for all those who primarily target the red-hot or short-term performance of the
Bitcoin and assume price increases in the near future
BALANCE

smart IT Strategy

TURBO

2.500 €

Package price

500 €

10%

"Hosting instant payment in bitcoins,
Payout directly after receipt of money at smart IT"

20%

24% distributed
over 1460 days

Hosting bonus payment in Bitcoins, payout daily. Start
directly after receipt of money at smart IT

12% distributed
on 365 days

4,5 TH/s

Computing power for at least 20 years

0,8 TH/s

55 €
0,09 TH/s

Monthly subscription variant possible from

250 €
0,4 TH/s
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₿ Course from

23.09.2022

19.316 $

19.631 €

Opening online store - No. of days ago 1283 days, on

20.03.2019

First ₿-Mining Day -No. of days ago 1253 days, on

20.04.2019
> 3.500

Active customers acquired since launch

> 60%

Customers with at least 2 orders

> 74.000 TH/s

Computing power sold and paid for

> 27.000.000 €

Paid packages / Aborats

> 469 ₿

Produced Bitcoins incl. Hosting Bonus

9.206.911 €

Converted to € at the current exchange rate
smart IT - days in mining

Number of ₿ mining days smart IT since startup

1253 days

Number of ₿ mining days with positive result

1238 days

Number of ₿ mining days smart IT since start without result

15 days

Number of ₿ mining days with negative result

0 days

Results of the smart IT Strategy Balance, 4 Packages purchase price:

10.000 €

Customer for
1283 days - since beginning

0,53277872 ₿

10.459 €

104,59%

730 days - 2 years

0,19714977 ₿

3.870 €

38,70%

365 days - 1 year

0,05821264 ₿

1.143 €

11,43%

180 days - 6 months

0,04046755 ₿

794 €

7,94%

266 days on 01.01.2022

0,04758883 ₿

934 €

9,34%

Results of the smart IT strategy Turbo, 20 Packages purchase price:

10.000 €

Customer for
1283 days - since beginning

0,78910750 ₿

15.491 €

154,91%

730 days - 2 years

0,31235418 ₿

6.132 €

61,32%

365 days - 1 year

0,10223469 ₿

2.007 €

20,07%

180 days - 6 months

0,07647216 ₿

1.501 €

15,01%

266 days on 01.01.2022

0,08690561 ₿

1.706 €

17,06%

The results include the mining earnings, the one-time bonus and the ongoing hosting bonus. The mining results
start 29 days after the purchase.
All costs are included in the values shown.
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